Post-Conference Report

My name is Jaeuk Park, a 3rd-year PhD student from ECLS and I attended The 2016 EUROCALL conference in Limassol Cyprus, courtesy of CRiLLS's postgraduate conference funding. The conference was very meaningful in many ways.

First, it was a good chance to reflect the present study. The presentation attracted lots of people's attention as the topic was unique. As such, many comments and feedback that I've never thought and heard could be discussed and made. Those served as a quality resource for thesis writing.

Second, a range of keynote speeches and open seminars opened the door of opportunities for what issues to be addressed and what direction to move toward in the communities of CALL in the near future. For example, the fact that little research has long been undertaken in the advanced level of language learning indicated what research point academics can make in combination with technology.

Furthermore, chances to get to know a number of PhD students and academics throughout the conferences helped me set the stage for gaining much information that I cannot even access on my own. For instance, the conference committee allowed PhD students to build up a PhD SIG community where everyone can not only get the voice across for new areas for the next conference, but share useful information online. Finally, social meetings and post-conference vacation recharged myself to the full so I am motivated to finalize the draft of a current thesis.

To sum up, by exceptionally supporting me CRiLLS helped shape a meaningfully interactional space in which my current and future research can be improved. I'd like to thank CRiLLS and my supervisor for making this happen.